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1.0 INTRODUCTION
LACIE using techniques developed from the southern Great Plains
drought analysis indicated the potential for drought damage in South
Dakota in early May 1976. This potential was monitored throughout	 1
May and as it became apparent that a drought was developing, LACIE
implemented some of the procedures used in the southern Great Plains
draught.
The technical approach used in South Dakota involved the normal
use of LACIE sample segments (5 x 6 nm) every 18 days. Full frame
color transparencies (100 x 100 nm) were used on 9 day intervals to
identify the drought area and to track overtime. The green index
number (GIN) developed using the Kauth transformation was computed for
all South Dakota segments and selected North Dakota segments. A
scheme for classifying segments as drought affected or not affected was
devised and tested on all available 1975 and 1976 South Dakota data.
Yield model simulations were run for all CRD's in South Dakota. This is
the second of three reports on the 1976 droughts in the U.S. Great Plains
and summarizes the results of the LACIE drought analysis for the drought
in South Dakota.
1.1 OBJECTIVES
The objectives of monitoring the South Dakota drought in real time
were to determine the extent of the drought, to determine the effect
upon acreage, yield and production of wheat and to improve procedures
developed in the southern Great Plains for monitoring drought using
remote sensing based criteria.
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1.2 HISTORY OF SOUTH DAKOTA DROUGHT
The I976 South Dakota drought goes back to the summer of
1975 when subsoil moisture was not fully recharged. Precipitation was
adequate for winter wheat from emergence to greening up in spring.
Spring wheat had adequate moisture for planting, emergence, and greening
up. The crop was in fair shape through April 1976. If May rains had
occurred, the wheat crop probably would have been developed normally.
Under ►normal conditions with adequate subsoil moisture, the lack of May
precipitation would not have been a serious factor. May precipitation
(Table 1) was considerably below normal for CRD (Crop Reporting Districts)
in the central and northeastern parts of the state. It was reported in
the Southern Great Plains analysis (LACIE 00424) that a 30 percent of
normal precipitation for one month may be the flag necessary to evaluate
the potential for drought. This has been proven to be the case in South
Dakota. The CRD's that were as low as 30 percent of normal precipitation
for May were the CRD's where the most severe drought damage occurred, as
will be reported on later in this report.
2.0 AREAL EXTENT OF DROUGHT
The areal extent of the drought was determined using full-frame
color infrared transparencies (figure 1). This extent was determined
by monitoring full frame images from April 18, 1976, until harvest of
the wheat by comparing 1976 full frame to past years of essentially the
same date when available and also to previous 9-day acquisitions.
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TABLE I
SOUTH DAKOTA MAY PRECIPITATION STATISTICS
ACTUAL(1976) NORMAL % OF NORMAL
(INCHES) (INCHES)
CRD 10
Northwest 1.30 2.48 52.
CRD 20
North Central .80 2.60 31
CRD 30
Northeast .70 2.82 25
CRD 40
West Central 2.75 2.91 94
CRD 50
Central .80 2.68 30
CRD 60
East Central .70 2.94 24
CRD 70
Southwest 2.00 2.91 69
CRD 80
South Central 1.00 3.05 33
CRD 90
South East 1.90 3.23 59
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2.0 AFFECTED AREA
The initial drought affected area was determined, from full frame,
to be located within the state of South Dakota. From April 18, 1976, to
June 1976, the area appeared to be deteriorating some, but the full frame
signature did not show severe damage. The June 11-13 overpass did, however,
show drought damage. A June 13, 1976 image shows part of the area affected
by drought (figure 2). The southern part of the full frame shows the lack
of red signature associated with healthy vegetation. This area should have
the same signatures as the upper half of the frame. The affected area on
June 11-13, 1976 was located in the central and eastern part of South
Dakota (figure 3). The June 20-23 overpass was cloud covered. By June 29-
July 2, 1976 the area affected by drought had expanded but was still
contained within South Dakota (figure 4). The July 9, 1976 Landsat image
(figure 5) shows the southern limit of-drought damage. The lack of red
signature is readily visible in the upper part of the image. The July 10,
1976 Landsat image (figure 6) shows the western edge of drought damage.
The lack of red.signatures is visible in the right side of the image.
The left side of the image contains red signatures especially in natural
drainage ways. During this overpass, the drought area was subjectively
rated as having severe and moderate drought damage. The areal extent
of the drought during 8-11 July is shown in figure 7. This areal extent
had not changed with the 17-20 July overpass.
In most cases the boundary between drought and non-drought was a
fairly defined boundary. Outside the drought area s the vegetation
4
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Figure 1. Location of full frame center points, sample segments, and
Crop Reporting Districts used in South Dakota drought analysis.
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Figure 2. Northern edge of drought in South Dakota on Landsat
image 2508-16425 acquired June 13 9 1976.
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Figure 3. brought affected area in South Dakota as determined from
Landsat full frame imagery for June 11-14, 1976.
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Figure 4. Drought affected area in South Dakota as determined from
Landsat full frame imagery for June 29 - July 2, 1976.
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-Figure 5. Southern edge of drought on Landsat image 5447-16483
acquired July 9 s 1976,
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Figure 6. Western edge of drought on Landsat image 5448-16135
acquired July 10, 1976.
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appeared to be healthy. The signatures were not as pronounced as in
past years, but appeared to be adequate for the maturing of wheat.
The hardest hit area was CRD 50 located in the center of the state.
Crop Reporting Districts 20, 30, 40, 80, and 60 also had areas that
received damage.
`	 2.2 CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING AREAL DELINEATIONS
The areal extent determined from Landsat full frame color images
were evaluated by comparing against the Crop Moisture Index. The
Crop Moisture Index is developed each week by the National Weather
Service, NOAA. The CMI from May 1, 1976 to July 10, 1976 (figures 8 -17)
shows the steady decrease in the moisture available to growing crops.
The CMI through May (figures 8-12) shows the lack of precipitation during
May. By June 5, 1976(figure 13), the CMI in South Dakota dropped to
-2, or abnormally dry, prospects deteriorating. The June 12, 1976
CMI (figure 14) has decreased to -3. This was reflected in the full
frame analysis (figure 3, p. 7). The CMI for July 3, 1976
(figure 15) and full frame analysis for June 29-July 3 (figure 4, p.8)
have a good correlation. The CMI for July 10, 1976 (figure 16)
and the full frame analysis for July 8-11 (figure 7) agrees if the -3
line is used from the CMI for comparison in South Dakota. However,
the full frame analysis showed an area in-south central North Dakota
that was drought stricken during this time. The CMI had this area
in the eastern corner of the state. The full frame analysis on
July 17-20 (figure 7) showed that the drought area remained stable.
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GMSHACEU AREAS* INDEX DECRFARED
	
SHADED AREA: INDEX INCREASED OR DID NOT CHANGF
ABOVE.	 3.0 SOME-1>RYING BUT STILL EXCESSIVELY YET	 ABOVE	 3.0 EXCESSIVELY WET. SOME SILLDS FL6l>OED
3.0 to	 3.0 MORE NR y 12ATHER NEEDED. 1.1111 DELAYID	 7.0 to	 3.0 VIO WET, SOME STANDING SATER
1.0 to	 3.0 FAVORABLE. . :E O'!' STILL TN0 OFT IN SI'O'IS	 1.0 to	 7.0 PROSPECTS ABOVE 5011MAL. SOME FIELDS TOO OLT
0 to	 1.0 FAVORABLE FOR NORMAL GROWTH ANn FIELDWORK 	 0 to	 1.0 110ISTCHE ADFQUATE IVP FniSF..NT siEDS
0 to	 -1.0 TOPSOIL MOISTCRE SIIORT, GFRM[NATION SLAM 	 0 to	 -1.0 PRO.r+PECTS [10'ROVED Htr RAIN STILL. NEEDED
-1.0 
10
	 -2 	 ABNORI[1LLY DHY, P1103F'ECIS DLTFP. IORATINO	 -1.0 to	 -2.0 SOME IMPROt'Eb%N'T BLT STILL TOO DRY
-2.0 to	 -3.0 TOO DRY, YIELD PROSPECTS RF.D:'CED	 -2.0 to	 -3.0 DROUGHT EASED BUT STILL St.R1OtS
-3.0 to
	
-4.0 POTENTIAL YIELES SEVERELY C[R BY DROUGBT	 -3.0 to -e.0 DROUGHT CONTINUES, RAIN URGENTLY NEEDED
BELOW	
-4.0 EXTREMELY DRY, MIST CROPS RUINED	 BELAY	 -4.0 NOT ENOIGH RAIN, STILL LKTREULLY DRY
Figure 8. Crop Moisture Index for May 1, 1976.
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The Crop Iluisture Index measures the degree to which
multure requirements of growing crops were met during
the "prev, week. The rcdex is computed from average
weekly values of temperature and precipttattan. TheseV
alues are used to calculate l^^e putrnrlal moisture de-
mand. 1'aktng Snto aeeouat the pre.tous soil moisture
condition and current rainfall, the o p us! moisture loss
is eetermtned,
If the potential moisture demand, or potential evapo-
transpiration, exceeds available moisture supplies, actual
evapotranspiration is reduced and the CHI gives a negative
UNSHADED ARFAS: INDEX DECRFASED
ABOVE
	
3.0 SORE DRYING BLT STILL EXCESSIULY IFT
2.0 to	 3.0 MORE DRY WLATHFh SEE.D r.D. WORK DELAYED
1.0 to	 2.0 F'AVORABU. EXCFYI' STILL. TOO ILT IS SPOTS
0 to1.0 FAVORABLE FOR NORMAL GROWTH AND FIELDWORK
0 .o	 -1.0 TUL'SON. W1ISTLFF SHORT, CIRMINAN0Y SLOW
-1.0 to	 -2.0 ARCOR$LALLY DRY, PRCSPFC:S DETFFIORATING
-2.0 to	 -3.0 TOO DRY, YIFLU PROSPECTS REDUCED
-3.0 to	 -1.0 i'OTEYT14 YIELDS SEVI.RELS' ELT BY DROUGHT
BELOW	
-4.0 E.KTHFMELY DRY, MOST CROPS RUINED
value. However. If moisture meets or exceeds demand the
indexis positive.
Shaded areas indicate the Index was unchanged er increa-
sed from the previous week's value; soils dried in the un-
shaded areas. Centers or positive and negative areas are
identified by W for wet and D for dry.
Local moisture conditions may vary beciuse of differences
In rainfall distribution or soil tlpcs. The type of nrri-
culture and stage q • crop de •^elopmrnt muse be cnn%tdrrcd
when arse+sing the Impact of moisture conditions based en
the Crop Moisture Index. Some general guidelfaes follow.
SHADED AREA.INDEX INCREASED OP. DID HOT CHANGE
A BOS'E
	
3.0 EXCESSIVELY WIT. SOU. rILLDS FLOODED
2.0 to	 3.0 TOO MET, SORE STA%TUISG WATER
1.0 to	 2.0 PROSPECTS ABOVE SOPMAL, SORE FIELDS TOO 141
0 to	 l.0 WISTVRE ADEQUATE FOP PRESENT NELLS
0 to	 -1.') PROSPECTS I%WBOVLD Rt'r FAIN STILL NLFDL'U
-1.0 to	 -2.0 SOME IMPROV1VENT BIT STILL TOO DRY
2.0 to	 -3.0 URUL'GHT EASED BLT STILL SERIOUS
-3.0 to	 -4.O DROUGHT CONTINUES, PAIN URGLSTLY SEEDED
BELOi	 -4.0 HOT ENOUGH Hal\, STILL E04RERELY DPI
I
Figure 9. Crop Moisture Index for May 8, 1976.
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The Crop Moisture Index measures the degree to which
eolature requirements of growing crops were met during
the DrevIous week. The index is computed from average
weekly values of temperature n ad preclpttatinn. These
v:lees are used to calculate [be potential u0lature de-
mand. Tak1n¢ into account the Previous soli 
ToColldltion and current rainfall, the actual moisture Ioss
Ss detart'i.nd,
If the Potential moisture demand, or potential evapo-
transpiration, exceeds available moisture supplies, actual
avapotranspiration Is reduced and the CMI gives a negative
AZHADED AREAS: INDEX DECREASED
ABOVE
	 3.0 SOME DRYING B?"r STILL EXCESSIVELY >rF.T
2.0 to	 3.0 MORE DRY WEATHER NEEDED. WORK DELAYED
1.0 to	 2.0 FAVORABLE, EXCEPT STILL TOO WET 1 14 SPOTS
0 to	 1.0 FAVO;LABLE FOR NORILAL GROWTH AND FIELDWORK
0 to	
-1.0 TOPSOIL MOISTURE SIIORT, GERMINATION SLOW
-1.0 to	 -2.0 ABNORMALLY DRY, PROSPECTS DETERIORATING
-4,0 to	
-3.0 TOO DRY, YIELD PROSPECTS REDUCED
-3,0 to -4.0 POTENTIAL YIELDS SEVERELY CUT BY DROUGHT
BELOW	
-4.0 EXTREI!F.LY DRY, MOST CROPS RUINED
V
National Weather Service, NOAA
value. However, if moisture meets or exceeds demand the
index is poritive.
Shaded areas indicate the index was unchanged or locrea-
sed from the previous week's value; soils dried Is the un-
shaded a-eas. Centers or positive and negative areas are
identified b5 W 10r wet and â for dry.
Local moisture conditions mmy vary because of differences
Inrainf:ll distribution or sail types. The type of agri-
culture and stage of crop development must be considered
when assessing the impact of moisture conditions based on
the Crop Moisture Index. Some general Twidellnes follow.
SHADED AREA: INDEX INCREASED OR DID NOT CHANGE
ABOVE
	 3.0 ESCESSLVEL.Y VET, SOIT. FIELDS FLOODED
2.0 to	 3.0 TOO VET, SO.IT STANDING WATER
1,0 to	 2.0 PROSPECTS ABOVE NORMAL, SOME FIELDS 700 WET
0 to	 1.0 MOISTURE ADEQUATE FOR PRESENT NEEDS
0 to	 -1.0 PROSPECTS I0 ,ROVED BLT RAIN STILL NEEDED
-I.0 to	 -2.0 SOIL. 14PROVEITENT BLT STILL TOO DRY
-2.0 to	
-3.0 DROUGHT EASEL BUT STILL SERIOUS
-3.0 to	 -4.0 DROUGHT CONTINUES, RAIN URGENTLY SEEDED
HELOT	 -4.0 NOT ENOUGH RAIN, STILL EXTREMELY DRY
Figure 10. Crap Moisture Index for May 15, 1976.
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AI+OyE	 3.0 SOLIF. URIING BIT STILL EXCESSIVELY WET 	 ABOVE	 3.0 FXCESSIVELY WET, SOVE FIF U15 FLOODED
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-2.0 t.-3.0 100 DRY, YIELD PROSPECTS REDUCED 	 -2.0 to	 -3.0 DROUGHT FASLU BUT STILL SFRIOU'
-3.0 ",	 -3.0 POTENTIAL 111:[1[5 SI4F.RF.Ll (LT BY DHOL'GHT	 -3.0 to	 -1.0 DROUGHT CONTINLES, RAIN URGENTLY NFEDED
BELOW	 -1.0 EXTREMELY DRY. MOST CROPS RCIVrU 	 BELOW	 _4 0 NLYT F 1.01 (A1 RAIN STf LI. F\TP1,"F1.Y PHY
Figure 11. Crop Moisture Index for May 22, 1916.
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-1.0 to	 -2.0 ABNORMALLY DRY, PROSPECTS DFTF.RTORATISG 	 -1.0 to	 -2.0 SOME IMPBOVk9LNT BUT STILL TOO DRY
-2.0 to	 -3.0 TOO DR1', Y1F. W i°ll0SPECTS REDL'CEll	 -2 . 0 to	 -3 . 0 DRJUGHT EASED BUT STILL SFrlIOU:
-3.0 to	 -4 . 0 POTEi`TiAI. YI`'LDS SFYLHRLY CUT BY DROUGHT 	 -3.0 to	 -4.0 DROUGHT CpN7[NCFS, RAIN URGENTLY NEEDED
BELOW	 - 1.0 EXTREMFIY _ 1 111', HOST CROPS 3UINED	 OF WN	 - 4.0 9OT TNOt 6,H RAIN. STILL. EXTRECULY PRY
Figure 12. Crop Moisture Index for May 29, 1976.
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The Crnp foisture Index mrasures the degree to rhtch 	 value. However. if moisture meets or exceeds d—ard the
00, sturI requlrvments of vr-2 ng crops were met during	 index iw positive.
the previnus reek. The index is cnmputed fr-an average 	 Shaded arrrs indicate the index was unchanged or locre -
rerkly t'alues of temperature and preClpl [at inn. These 	 srd from he Fn•v inoa week', value, strtls dried In the un-
rTlue+ are vied to ca lculatr the pntcut iul mu Mature de- 	 shaded arcac. Cen lees	 pns l t i	 and nrga Ut'uark-a% are
mend. 7aktna into ar ruunt tnP prPVInU9 soil -wl g ture	 tdentltted by h cur rPt 
of
•nd D !or
vP
 dry.
condition and current rainfall • the actual -..Store 1759	 IocaL mnl:+ture conditllln4 may tart' beca lltie Of dlfferene--^
1s determined.	 in rainfall distribution or sell tyre-%. The type of arrt-
If the potential moisture demand. or potential evapo- 	 culture and bt49C or crop development must be considered
transpirac ion • exceeds available moisture NUPPikes. a: tual	 when assessing the impact or m•,ivture conditions based on
e v a potransptratton is reduced and the :MR goes a negative 	 the Crop Motaturr Index. Some general quid lines fol U•w.
LNSNADED AREAS: I::DLX DECK EASED	 SHALED'AREA' INDEX INCPFASED OR DID NOT CHANOF
ABO E	 3.0 SOFIA DRYING DLT STILL EXCESSIt ELY NET	 AHOCF	 3.0 LWI SSIYELY 'AFT, SOVE ruLDs FLOODED
2.0 to	 3.0 MORI:I•RY' WFAINER ?IEDED. ►ORK DELAYED	 2.0 to	 3.0 TOO %LT •
 SOME STANDING WATER
L.0 to	 2.0 FAA-ORADI.E, ENCLPT STILL TOO WET IN SPOTS 	 1.0 to	 2.0 Pi4nSPFCTS AD
	 NORMAL. SOML FIELDS TOO WET
0 to	 1.0 FAVORARI . F FOR NORM	
OtF.
AL GROATII AtiD FIrt.DNORC 	 O to	 1.0 L'OISTUHL AOEQLATE FOR PHESFNT 511,09
0 to	 -1.0 TOPSOIL MOISTURE. SHORT GEHMINATION SLOW	 0 to	 -1.0 PROSPECTS IMPROYFD PlT RAIN STILL NEEDED
-1.0 to	 -2.0 ABNORMALLY DRY, PROSPECTS DITERIONATING 	 -I.0 to	 -2.3 SOME IMPH3t'EMENT 01 -1' STILL. TOO DNN
-2.0 to	 -3.0 1w DBY. VIEW PROSPECTS HEDCCED	 -2.0 to	 -3.0 DROI'GHT EASED BL'T NrILL SIAM,'
•3.0 to	 -4.0 POTENTIAL. YIE6DS S10.1REI.Y CRT BY DROUGHT	 -3.0 to	
-4.0 DROCCUT CONTINLI'S. PAIN LRGLSTLY NEEDED
RF.t o% 	 -- 1 A rNTWl I FIN !-RY V0,;T t'LGP", RI I`TD	 WLow	 - 310 `(IT FNOtrg l RAIN. SIIIt FXTRFMFI.Y VEY
Figure 13. Crop Moisture Index for June 5, 1976.
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The Crop Moisture Index measures the degree to which 	 value. Hrwecer, iI molsture meets or exc peas demand the
mol st ure rrqui rime nts of grow;nr craps were met dun ng 	 Inds In yosit lve,
the previous week. The index lR con.poted from aura ge 	 Shaded afros indicate the index was uncharged or lncrca-
aeekly values o[ temperature and pr+ctpitatton. These 	 bed f;• nm the previous week's value; soils dried in the un^
c n luea are used to calculate the potential moist ure de-	 shade) areas. Centers of positive ¢nd neRat lve arras are
wand. Taking into account the previous soil moisture 	 idrntifled by W for wet and D for dry.
condition and current rainfall, the actual moisture loss 	 Local moisture conditions may tary becau+ e of differeneen
Is determined.	 in rainfall dis.trthution or soil types. The type of agri-
If the pntential molsturr demand, or potential evapo. 	 culture and stage of cr"p development must be considered
tra nsylrat ion, exceeds :vat fable moisture supplies, actual	 herb assrssI n  the Impact of muiRturn conditions bared on
evapatranspirat Enn is reduce[' and the CMI gives a negative	 the Crnp Muisture Index. Some general guidelines follow_
CN51f4DED AREAS- INDEX OECREASFD 	 SHAPED AREA* t"EX INCREtSEh OR DID NOT CHISGE
ABOVE
	
3.0 SOME DRYING BLT STILL EXCESSIVELY YET
	 ABOVE	 3.0 EXCESSIVELY NET, SOME FIELDS FLOODED
2.0 to	 3.0 MORE DRY IEATHER NEEDED, WORK DELAYED
	
2.0 to	 3.0 TOO_WFT, SOME STANDING HATER
1.0 to	 2.0 FAVORABLE, EXCLPT STILL TOO WET IN SPOTS
	
1.0 to	 2.0 PROSPECTS AROLE NOBTIAL, SOVI- FIELDS TOO WET
0 to1.0 FAVORABLE FOR NOr%(AL GROWTH AND FIELDWORK 	 0 to	 1.0 MOISTURE ADLQLATL FOR PRESENT NE:L.'S
0 to	 -1.0 TOPSOIL MOISTURE. SHORT GERMINATION SLOW	 0 to	 -1.0 PROSTECTS IWPROVFD BUT RAIN STILL NEEDLD
-1.0 to
	
-2.0 ARNORM.LLLY DRY, PROSPLCTS UE7FR[u^G" E ta .
	 -1.0 to	 -2.0 SOME IMPP0VLVLST BLT STILL TOO DRY
-2.0 to
	 -3.0 TOO DRY, YIELD PROSPECTS REDUCED	 -2.0 to	 -3.0 DRUUGHT EASLD DLT STILL SERIOUS
-3.0 to
	 -4.0 POTE:It IAL Y111DS SEVERELY CUT BY DROUGhT
	 -3.0 to	 -4.0 DROUGHT CX,4TTNVES, RAIN URGENTLY NT EDED
BELOW	 - 4.0 EYTIIE.MELY DRY. MOST CROPS RUINED	 BELOW	 -t 0 \f-f f%()- (-H
 RAIN, STILL_ LXTRE.MELY DRY
Figure 14. Crop Moisture Index for June 12, 1976.
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	The Crop Yolsture Index measures the degree co emict	 value. Raeaver, if aolatLre wets or anceedm demand the
moisture rpulreaea[s of groom: crops eer y net during	 ladr7c 1 n poslt t ►e.
Cho previous weed. TDe 1 ¢des 1s eomputetl from tee nfe	 Shaded arras SatlicaLe the inner was uncha n ged or 1¢crea-
weokll walren of temperature sad precipl tatl0m. T'haae	 wed from the previous week ' s value; ao112 dried In cbe•va-
values are used co ca lculaco LDS Potential aOisture de- 	 ahadsd n reds	 ClaLera of Posltivw and negatlrr arras are
Oland. Taking Soto am lc ua[ the Previous ao 11 molscure	 Idomtifiad .` y II for sec sad 0 for dry.
eo¢dl[SO¢ sad eurre ¢ C rainfall, [hs actual sJlaLUre Jas•	 Loc 11 solsLuro a Cmdltloda may vary bec4ilse of dlffrreacem
in derrrmlaed.	 la rainfall discribuilo¢ or moll t ypes. The type of agri-
	
It the po ta¢c1a1 motstur• demand. or potential rvapo-	 culture aed at age of crap Irvle opwme must De considered
tnasp lraLlon. rseeeds a+a21ab 1e moisture supPlles, actual 	 whom aa g ametaf the LAa&CC of maiatl ;re condition* bead on
ev spot riasp l racloa
	
1d reduced and the C1WI glvef a negative	 the Crop YolaCUrs ladeX. Some general guldellmea follow.
CRSRADED AREAS: IVDQ DECREASED
	 SHADRD ARIA: INDEX 14CX-rASED OR DID 40T CRARGS
ABOVE3.0 SCWE OR' I9G 3LT SPILL )?C235IIIEL1' IIl"f 	 ABOVE
	
3.0 EXCESSIVELY TIT, SCYE FIFUS FLOODED
2.0 to	 3 . 0 YORE ORT TF. AT^R 'IEIDED, WORE OELTED	 2.0 Co	 3 . 0 TIM Vt-r, SOW¢ STAKDIVG WATER
1.0 co	 2.0 FA MRABLE. EXCEPT STILL TCO TET :R SPOT'S	 1.0 to	 2.0 PROSPECTS ABOVE VORIUL. SCKE FIELDS TOO WIT
0 to	 1.0 FAVORABLE FCR VORYAL GRCVTR A`!D FIIL7WCXK 	 0 Co	 1.0 VOISTt-" ADE=ATB FOR PRESENT 4=13
0 to -l.0 TOPSOIL YOISTME SHCRT GERYIVATION SLCT	 0 to	 -1 . 0 PROSPECTS IYpRCVT^ BLT 3AIN STILL 	 13
-1.0to	 - 2.0 ABNORMALLY GRY. PROSPECTS CETERIGRATIVG 	 -1.0 to	 -2.0 3CYE IWPROVEYE1rr 911'r STILL TOO OAT
-2.0 to -3 . 0 TOO DRY. YIELD PROSPECT? R=CCnD 	 -2.0 to	 -3.0 DROUGHT E.451D BUT STILL SERICLE
-3.0 to -4.0 POrETTIAL l:EID7 SEVERELY C^T BY CROUGHT 	 -3 . 0 to	 -4 . 0 OROUGILT CCRT!%MES. RAIN CRGDr."LT vEG'ED
AZLOV	 -4.0 ES"REYELT GRT. W03T - LOPS RUINED	 ?ELCT	 -4.0 VCT EY000R 4AI4, STILL !TTtFVL'LT CRT
Figure 15. Crop Moisture Index for July 3, 1976.
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The Crop MotxLure Ind— measures the degree to which	 value. Hoa^ •cer. if moisture meets or exceeds demand the
mul1,14 a rr • alp Irkma •at. of grnwtng crops were 
me 
L d—Lng
	
Ind— ;a Poo tree
the pro•+luu.• seek. The tndtt 1s .nmpdtrd (rota 1, rage	 Shadrd arras Indlcata thr index ass unnh•ngwd or lncrwa-
e«kly' va iuce. or temperature and prwrtptca tI nn. Thee 	 sect from [he prestnus aeck's —I e. xotls dr led to the nn-
valu«s are used [n calculate the pore r.t lal moisture d«- 	 shaded areas. Cen[ers of pus a tvr anA segatave n real •re
mand. Taking Into account the precious soil moisture	 Identified by r Ior wet and D for dry.
condltin. and curr,at ratafall, the actual mol•ture loss 	 Local molsture coadltfona may vary because of dlf her ences
I n deter.I ard,	 In 
rat
afall dlht ri bu tion or soil types. , The typo or agrt-
11 the potential moisture demand, or potential erapo-
	 culture and stage of crop dev'e lnpm-nt must be consltlured
transpiration, wooed. a+atla Dle mnia tore supplies • actual	 when assessing the Impact or mntstur' condlttans based •m
eVapetr•nsp lratlon le redurwd and the CMI gives a negative 	 the Crop Moisture Ind«a• Sume general guldelin% foll-iw.
LtISHAUED AREAS INDEX DECREASED 	 SHADED AREA' INDE% 1::CRLASED OR DIU SOT CHAS(,£
ABOVE	 3.0 
SOME 
DR1IS. BLS STILL E%CESSIVELY WET 	 ASOS'E	 ?.0 LX,, 	 WET, SOME. FIELDS FLOODED
1.0 to	 3.0 MOEF. DRY HEATHER SEEDED. WORE DEIAYF.D
	
2.0 to	 3.0 TOO WET, SOME STANDING WATER
1.0 to	 2.0 FAVOP.1RLF. F.SLEn STILL TOO WET t, 51'OTS	 1.0 t..	 2.D PROSPECTS ABOVE NUMAL, Sr,
	
FIE LUS TOO WET
0 to	 1.0 FA%UkABI.E FOR NORMAL GROWTH AND FIEL paORE	 0 to	 1.0 MOISTURE AUEgCATL FOH PRESENT NEE,:S
0 to	 -I.0 TOPSOIL MoISTLRE SHORT GERMINATION SE OW 	 O to	 -t.0 PROSPECTS 1LPROVED b1'T RALN STILL AELDiZ
-1.0 to	 -2.0 AD.,OHPALLT DRY, PROSPECTS D},TEA[OHAT:NC.	 -1.0 to	 2.0 SORB IMPAOV MF.NT Bt'T STILL TOO DRY
-2.0 to	 -3.D TOO DRY, :IILD PROSPECTS REDI'CED	 -2.0 to	 -3.0 DROUGHT FASED 81,175T IU. SERIOE'S
-3.0 to	 -4.b POTL%T:AL Y16tDS SEVERELY CL'T BY DROU1,,HT 	 -3.0 to	 -4.0 VROT'GHT ('ONTI%l'FS, RA FY URGENTLY NYFJFD
BELOW	 -4.0 ERTRENELY URT. MOST CROPS RC[NED	 bFLOW	 -4 0 NOT FSDCr!! RAIN, 9111  E%THtMF L! DRY
Figure 16. Crop Moisture Index for July 10, 1976.
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 meats or .,rented.. d-tod th•-
Mnttilarc requirements of graving crops s p ry met dortng	 ihdftx is pugitlfe.
the previous seek. The index Ls computed Irtm average 	 Shaded arnan ind i,st t., Ih- In,l«s van unrltanc,d „r tu•r, •u-
sceGly Values mf t=poraturc and pr"&V ttation. Thea p 	^cd fnan t1w prr •vtuu.c sv pk'e tulup . ..,it. dri-I In th, ur-
ralcen are used to calculate the potential nnlsture do- 	 shaded area,.. Center-
. of P,•,Itilo and m-nxtltn +reaa am
wand	 Taking Into Recount the previous saki mnleture
	 !dear Irl ,•d by X fuP apt and D tar dry.
condition and current rainfall, the retual macs lure lass	 W.21 molnturr c•,ndttions may fart' hn; aunn f drftt,rnnrn-t.
in deteramined.	 in ratnrall dtatrlhutlon ur ...it t4pcn. The typo of rrri-
If the powntlal mdlaturc demand. or potential evapa- 	 culture and eta ttn „ e,vq, d, 1t•lupnrnt aswt hn rnnnldrrd
traaspiratton. exceeds available rairturc supplier:. actual 	 ahep asensnlnrt th, •
 impart ,.I ar,istun• cundti lon g ba.ed ,-n
eVnpotranspl ration is reduced and the C111 Rives a negative 	 the Crop lfdisturo Ind-%. So- general FutdaltaL-.%. fnllou.
UNSHADED AREAS! ISDEX I)MICASED
	 SHADED AREA; !SPCC MCHFASLD OR DID NOT CIL%%=
ABOT83.0 SumY. DRY[sli DL•T STILL EXCF.SSITELY ALT	 ABOVE
	 3.0 LNUESSIfELY aI.T. E0 .11 FYtLA)b FIIADLD
2.0 to
	 3.0 LDIIE Day wEAT1:•9 ':EEDED. WORE DF[AYEO	 2.0 to	 3.O TOO %ET. SORL STAtiD[sG WATER
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-2.0 to	
-3.0 TOO DRY. I• IELD PROSPECTS REDUCED 	 -2.0 to	
-Y.0 DRUL"GHT F.ASID @:T STILL S111ttHtl'
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Figure 17. Crop Moisture Index for July 24, 1976.
The CMI for July 24 (figure 17) shows the southeastern corner of North
Dakota still affected.
It appears that the areal extent of drought from Landsat full
frame analysis is in general agreement with the Crop Moisture Index.
The Crop Moisture Index is not designed to give precise locations
of moisture stress and thus an exact correlation between the CMI and
Landsat derived drought areas would not be expected.
A report was released by the Crop quality Council, Minneapolis,
Minnesota based on personal observations made during the period
July 11 to 19, 1976. This period corresponds to the areal extent
determined from Landsat acquired July 8-11 and July 17-20 (figure 7).
They reported that the "drought in central and north eastern counties 	 F
has been the most severe in years" for South Dakota. This corresponds
to the area determined using Landsat. They also reported that "prospects
are good for North Dakota spring wheat: and durum despite drought damage
in northeastern sections." This also reported that "In southern and south
central counties in an area bounded by Ellendale, Napoleon, Linton and
Strasburg, fields become progressively poor with a yield prospect of 	 F
t
12-14 bushels in earlier portions, and 8-10 bushels along the Linton-
^^ This area is bounded bStrasburg line.	 Y the area determined from
Landsat as being drought affected in North Dakota (figure 7). i
2.3 SUMMARY OF AREAL EXTENT ANALYSIS
The use of Landsat full frame color transparencies for delineation
of areal extent for drought damage agrees with other sources of
indicating drought. Landsat analysis appear to provide a more 	 r
accurate indication of drought damage than the CMI. The area
delineated from Landsat compares with a ground survey made during the
Landsat overpass.
3.0 AUTOMATIC PROCESS FOR DROUGHT DETECTION AND MONITORING
During the southern Great Plains drought analysis, it appears
that by measuring the amount of green vegetation present, a method of
detecting drought could be devised using Landsat digital data. Kauth
and Thomas (LARS Symposium Proceedings, pp 4B-41-51, 1976) suggested
a linear combination of Landsat channels which changes the four
Landsat channel values to four other values with agricultural inter-
pretation. These agricultural related values are called brightness,
greenness, yellowness and none such. If the greenness and brightness
values are plotted (figure 18), bare soil lies in a plane with green
vegetation above the soil line. The theory was proposed during the
southern Great Plains drought, that by measuring the amount of
greenness above the soil line, drought stress could be detected. The
greenness coordinate of a pixel minus the minimum greenness (or soil
Iine greenness) is the green number. The percent of pixels above a
threshold t is called the Green Index Number or GIN(t). Because of the
lack of data in the southern Great Plains, this theory could not be
proven conclusively. The South Dakota drought provided an opportunity
to monitor drought stress as it became progressively worse. Good data
was available for the 1975-76 crop year and also for selected sample
segments in 1974-75 crop year.
In order to identify a segment as drought or not drought affected,
certain assumptions were made. They were: (1) during winter the
i
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Figure 18. Sketch of the region occupied by typical agricultural
data and the location of the green number.
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segment: (5 x 6 nm) is not green, (2) in spring, the segment becomes
green at some measurable rate, (3) later in the season, the segment
reaches and holds some high green level, (4) at harvest, the segment
browns, possibly very quickly, and (5) with drought, the segment is
not as green as normal.
Using the above assumptions, observations and calculations
indicated that normal segments increase in the very green percent
(percent of pixels in a segment with green index number greater than
15) at the rate of about l percent per day. Normal South Dakota
segments level out with 30 to 50 percent of the pixels in the segment
having a green index number greater than 15. Normal segments fall very
quickly about 80 days after the beginning of green up. To detect
adverse conditions, a scheme was derived whereby a green up rate
less than 1/2% per day, a level very green percent of less than 20,and
total time to browning less than 70 days would indicate drought
conditions. This scheme was tested on all available 1975 and 1976
South Dakota data. The results were compared to a classification
based on the Crop Moisture Index for Crop Reporting Districts. The
agreement of these classifications is given below:
GIN CLASSIFICATION
Wet	 Dry	 Total
CMI	 Wet	 9	 4	 13
Classification	 Dry	 2	 7	 9
Total	 11	 11	 22
x 2 _ 4.70	 1DF
5% level
	 3.84
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This is significant at the 5% level, meaning that the agreement
is better than would be expected more than 1 time in 20 if there were
no relation between the classification techniques. Regarding the
errors, the four classified as dry, which were actually wet, were
	 i
all predominantly rangeland, less than 5% agriculture. The two classi-
fied as wet by GIN and dry by CMI are located on the edge of their
Crop Reporting Districts, and from full frame imagery, it appears that
the CMI is in error.
If individual segments are examined for 1975 and 1976 crop years,
and compared to the CMI, it is possible to determine if GIN detected
drought stress occurred at the same time indicated by the CMI at CRD
level. CMI data was available for CRD's starting May 17 for 1976 and
April 7 for 1975. Since the 1976 crop calendar was earlier than 1975,
the drought GIN starting point is earlier than 1975. On figures 19,
20, 21, and 22, only the location of the 1976 drought GIN bounds is
shown. For 1975, the drought GIN bounds would be shifted to approxi-
mately 10 days later. Also the crop calendar would in actuality be
later the further north the segment is located and the starting point
y-
for the drought GIN bounds would reflect this difference.
From figure 19, the GIN indicated that year I975 was normal for
the entire crop season for segment 1676 when compared to the year 1975
CMI, however, in year 1976 the GIN indicated that between May 26 and
June 12, there was drought stress. The CMI for 1976 on May 26 was +.57
1:
and -3.45 for June 12, This indicates that the GIN detected drought
stress at the same time as the CMI was indicating a change. Segment
1686 also shows correlation with the GIN and CMI for both years.
However, on segment 1676 (figure 19) drought stress did not hit
until June 12 on both the GIN and CMI, segment I686 (figure 20) was
under drought stress on May 24 as indicated by both the GIN and CMI
numbers. Segment 1690 (figure 21) provides the same correlation as
segment 1686. Segment 1694 (figure 22) shows drought stress for
both crop years. This is indicated by the GIN and CMI numbers.
It appears that the GIN can be used to detect when drought
stress occurs by monitoring the 5 x 6 nm sample segments. A
correlation exists between when the GIN indicates drought and the
CMI at Crop Reporting Districts levels indicates drought. It
appears that the GIN can detect when drought stress occurs earlier than
the subjective evaluations from Landsat full frame imagery. It was not
until the June 11-14 overpass that areal extent of the drought could
be detected on full frame (-Figure 3, p. 7). The GIN indicated that part
of the area (segment 1686, 1690, 1694) were affected as early as May 24.
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Figure 20. Drought on segment 1686 as indicated by GIN and verified by CMI.
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a4.0 YIELD AND ACREAGE RESULTS
Yield and acreage results will be reported and discu.sed in a
separate report on how well LACIE performed in both the southern Great
Plains and South Dakota droughts.
5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The technical approach developed in the southern Great Plains for
detecting and monitoring drought was used successfully in the South
Dakota drought. Landsat full frame images were used to outline and
monitor the areal extent of the drought. This areal extent agreed with
other sources of indicating drought. A scheme using Landsat digital
data was developed for identifying 5 x 6 nm segments as drought affected
or not affected. This scheme agreed with the Crop Moisture Index as
when the area was under drought stress. This scheme (GIN) also provides
an aid to analyst interpreters for indicating changes that are occurring
before these changes are deflected on color infrared images.
LACIE has developed and validated in the 1975-76 droughts in the
U.S. Great Plains, a procedure whereby drought can be detected and
monitored using remote sensing based criteria (Landsat). This capability
will provide the ability to detect potential drought in areas of the
world where ground information is not available or reliable.
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